RestorationPRO

Station #3:
5224UW Ultrasonic

®

Omegasonics — the leader in ultrasonic cleaning systems with
over 50 years of ultrasonic cleaning experience introduces the
®
Restoration Pro System, specifically engineered and designed
to increase the efficiency of processing fire, smoke, mold and
water damaged contents.

Station #2:
5200PW Pre-Wash
Effectively removes heavy residue and contaminants
prior to the ultrasonic process

Precision cleaning of delicate and intricate surfaces
impossible to clean by traditional methods
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®

Restoration Pro delivers these benefits and more:
• Dramatically increases process efficiency
• Reduces overhead by eliminating 80% of hand-cleaning
• Improves cleaning quality
• Reduction in breakage
• Consistent cleaning results
• Increases recovery rate for revenue growth
• Increases production volume and profits
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Station #1:
Unpacking

®

Restoration Pro is a Complete System integrating Ultrasonic
Technology, New Management and Organizational Strategies to
give you the Advantage to achieve unprecedented efficiency and
production speeds.
®

Restoration Pro provides more standard features
than anyone in the industry.
• Low liquid level sensor protection
• Lower profile for technician safety
• Truly portable with self-contained generators
• Auto-Fill option
• Two (2) year bumper-to-bumper warranty
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Equipment space as shown: 28’ x 18’

www.omegasonics.com

Station #4:
Rinse-Detail
Provides final rinse and staging of up to six
(6) baskets prior to the drying process
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Achieve Optimum Contents
Cleaning Efficiency
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Station #5:
6900TD Tunnel Dryer
Thoroughly dries three (3) baskets of contents
in five (5) minutes or less
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Station #6:
Repacking

The Restoration Pro® System
delivers a proven, fail-safe,
step-by-step productivity enhancing
workflow providing restorers with
the tools required to dramatically
increase production and profitability.

Advantages of a Restoration Pro ® System Facility:
• Projects professionalism
• Instills confidence with adjusters

(800) 669-8227

• Maximizes efficiency in the handling
and processing of contents
• Promotes efficiency with employees

• Provides management control
of all processes

• Enhances workflow
• Presents a showcase facility

LESS TIME • MORE PROFITS
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Cleaner
C O N T E N T S

Greater Recovery,
Fewer Discards
By recovering more items in less time,
you will save time, money and hassles for
everyone affected by the damage.

Restoration Pro® provides you with a clear,
competitive advantage.
The Restoration Pro® Ultrasonic Cleaning System eliminates
the hours of hand-work required to restore general and
specialty items, while dramatically increasing the number
of items that can be restored.

Erase the Effects
of Fire Damage—
Quickly, Thoroughly,
and Inexpensively

The Restoration Pro® System quickly restores hard surface
items such as crystal, china, ceramics, Hummels, ornaments,
jewelry, glass, porcelains, and rust-damaged tools, as well as
restoring metals, silver, pewter, brass, silk plants, blinds,
plastics, tupperware, and stuffed animals.
Ideally suited for safely cleaning electrical tools, appliances,
firearms, light fixtures and chandeliers.
In addition to removing smoke residues, carbons, heat scale
and oxides, the Restoration Pro® System has proven to
be extremely effective at reaching and removing microscopic
dust and soot from the smallest nooks and crannies hand
cleaning cannot.

Decrease Cash-Out
Become the fire restoration company of
choice for more insurance adjusters.
Our sought-after technology allows you to
restore items your competition can’t, giving
you a clear competitive advantage.
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T E S T I M O N I A L S
“The benefits of our ultrasonic cleaning equipment are
tremendous. Omegasonics is great! Their support and training is
excellent. Our system allows us to clean products and cut our
processing time over 50% versus conventional methods.
We’ve done jobs that couldn’t be completed without the
equipment. We did $65,000.00 in change from a bank flood
that was cleaned and sanitized. We also did over 1000 models
for a dentist of teeth that were plaster molds.”
—Robert Contraguerro Jr., Panhandle Restoration

Customized Training
and Education
Omegasonics offers the most comprehensive
education and training program for fire and
water loss content cleaning. Ultrasonics is one
of the most efficient restoration methods and
many items previously considered a loss by
insurance companies can now be effectively
restored. Let us teach you how to turn content
problems into profitable solutions.

“We have easily increased what we can salvage by almost
50% and have become a lot more profitable.

Our training programs can be held at your facility or at our fully-equipped and functional training
facility specifically designed for hands-on training in Contents and Electronic cleaning.

Our contents division is growing because we now have a way
to market our services.

Obtain the knowledge and capability required to address all relevant content cleaning applications in a
safe and expedient manner.

What I would tell anyone in the restoration business is the
equipment saves money, cleans better, faster, and is a heck of
a marketing tool!”
—Doug Blount, Paul Davis Restoration

“We’re able to clean contents so much faster with the
ultrasonics. We’re doing ten times what we were doing before.
It’s the best thing I’ve ever bought for restoration.
It’s that impressive.”
—Derek West, Service Team of Professionals

(800) 669-8227

Earn 1-2 IICRC Continuing Education Credits

Training and Education topics include:
• Eliminate the wasted time associated with using outdated contents management and
processing methods by providing you with the tools required to dramatically increase the
efficiency of your contents operation and increase productivity
• Learn how to process and restore antiques, china, jewelry, firearms, power tools, stuffed
toys, electronics, artificial plants, chandeliers and more based on the item’s durability,
material make-up and level of contamination
• Proper inventory and pack-out procedures ensure accurate estimating and billing, in
addition to enhancing process efficiency.

LESS TIME • MORE PROFITS
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Cleaner
E L E C T R O N I C S

Aqueous Cleaning Systems
& Drying Chambers

®

The Restoration Pro Electronic Restoration System provides safe, effective processing of delicate electronic equipment and components. Electronics such as tube style televisions,
monitors, computer routers, oscilloscopes, electrical meters, flat bed scanners and other high dollar products can restored for much less cost than replacement.

®

The Restoration Pro Electronic Cleaning Station uses de-ionized water
combined with specialized detergents to successfully restore electronics previously
deemed non-salvageable. This process removes dirt contaminants and smoke
residue from a variety of electronic items as well as increasing calibration accuracy.
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®

The Restoration Pro Electronic Drying Chamber maintains proper
temperature, fresh air exchange and deodorized air flow, opening pores in
electronic components to facilitate the complete elimination of odors and
thorough drying of electronic components.

www.omegasonics.com

T E S T I M O N I A L S
“We have had great success with restoring electronics.
At first we were skeptical, but with excellent support from
Omegasonics, we are achieving revenues that in the past
were not even imaginable. It’s a fast, easy process.”
—Steve Pynor, LDR Construction

A profitable solution
for your business
Restoration Pro® Electronic Restoration
Systems provide more advantages than
competitive brands.
• Lower profile control access for
personnel safety

“We did a job recently for a submarine company in Hawaii.
They sent us a number of circuit boards from the submarine
controls that were badly damaged in a fire. The client was
amazed at how clean the boards came back and how well
everything worked. We saved them a ton of money, and made
a very healthy profit ourselves thanks to Omegasonics.”

• Fully removable control station for
cost-effective cleaning of large appliances
• Front access air regulation for more
controlled cleaning
• Time controlled cycle dry time for
energy efficiency
• Two (2) year bumper-to-bumper warranty

—Ken Lehman, Steamatic of North Las Vegas
Through our ongoing association with the most
innovative companies in the restoration industry,
Omegasonics continually improves product
offerings and processing techniques to help
our clients improve bottom line profitability.
“We have found the electronics cleaning package to be a great
benefit to our business. In the past, insurance companies
would total loss electronics. Now in a few minutes we can
completely restore these items. It is really a simple process.”
—Tony Roberts, ServPro of Pulaski & Laurel Counties

(800) 669-8227

Whether you are looking for training, equipment
support, content support or help with any aspect
of your contents division, Omegasonics is
well-staffed to meet your needs. Our staff of
restoration professionals has over 50 years of
knowledge in the ultrasonic and electronic
restoration industry.

C O N T A C T

U S . . .

Learn how Omegasonics can help you
increase your contents restoration profits
and help you become the leader in your
®
marketplace with the Restoration Pro .
Call (800) 669-8227 or visit
www.omegasonics.com

LESS TIME • MORE PROFITS
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